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bstract

The nature of the active sites on the NiMoS catalyst was explored using the combination of the atoms in molecules theory and an electrostatic
otential based methodology. Direct visualization of the basin of the outermost atoms of the studied NiMoS edge models has shown that the Mo
toms are practically covered by the outermost S atoms while the promoter Ni are the most accessible atoms to the exterior of the edges. Electrostatic
otential mapping on the atomic border exposed to the exterior of the edge and adsorption of pyridine as the probe molecule have shown that the

dsorption of a molecule containing the pollutant atoms strongly depends on two factors: the Lewis acidity of the site and the repulsive interaction
f the incoming molecule with sulfur atoms impeding the free access to the site. In this sense, the main role of the promoter is to produce sulfur
ncovered Lewis acid sites. Extraction of the outermost S atom creates a very strong Lewis acid site locate at uncovered Mo atoms.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Transition metal sulfides (TMS) belong to a very important
lass of catalysts characterized by being stable under strong con-
itions in hydrodesulfurization (HDS), hydrodenitrogenation
HDN) and hydrogenation reactions [1–3]. In these processes,
he surfaces of the sulfides are reduced by sulfur elimination
sing large excess of hydrogen at temperature ranging from
73 to 673 K creating coordinatively unsaturated sites (CUS)
r vacancies around the metals. CUS intervenes as an electron-
ithdrawing site whose properties may be regarded as a Lewis

cid center interacting with electrodonating organic substrates
4–6]. The nature of these sites is suggested to be intimately
elated to the metal sulfur bond strength [4,5,7,8]. Basic stud-
es support the view that differences in catalytic activities, are
elated to variations in the concentration of CUS (the Lewis acid

ites), which in turn depend on the metal–sulfur bond strength
9–20]. Based on ab initio calculations [2,7], a bond energy
odel (BEM), which describes the variation in the metal–sulfur
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ond energies for all the transition metal sulfides was developed.
t was found that the trends in the calculated bond energies fol-
ow closely the trend in the HDS activities. Nickel- (and cobalt)
romoted Molybdenum sulfide catalysts have for many years
een among the most important catalysts in refinery service.
tudies using X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) have
stablished that the active Mo atom is present as small MoS2-
ike nanostructures [21,22]. Adsorption and activity experiments
23,24] have revealed that the active sites reside at the edges of
he MoS2 structures and a recently high-resolution scanning tun-
eling microscopy (STM) and density-functional theory (DFT)
tudies [25] have shown that the MoS2 nanoclusters adopt a
exagonal shape exposing two different types of edges, Mo
dges covered with S monomers and fully sulfur-saturated S
dges. On the other hand, the incorporation of nickel or cobalt
nto these edges significantly increases the activity of the cat-
lyst [2,26,27]. Hydrogen species on the surface of catalyst is
rucial to catalytic activity. In this sense, Ni facilitated the disso-
iation of H2 by increasing the stability of the transition state and

roducts for this reaction [28]. Under typical sulfidation condi-
ions Ni prefers to incorporate into the metal edge. A fully Ni
romoted metal edge tends to be not covered with sulfur atoms
27]. The addition of one sulfur atom on such a surface is an
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ndothermic process. On a partially promoted metal edge, sul-
ur atoms bond to the outermost Mo atoms and the promoter
toms tend to be uncovered.

The “atoms in molecules theory” (AIM) of Bader et al. is very
seful to obtain the chemical information from the charge den-
ity [29–38]. AIM is a firm, rigorous and quantum mechanically
ell-defined theory based on observables such as the electron
ensity or energy density fields. Most modern theories of bond-
ng are based, in one way or another, on the partition of charge
or electronic density) among the different nuclear centers under
tudy, usually by means of Mulliken-i.e., projected density of
tates in solid-analysis. In this way, an important amount of
he interpretative models of chemical behavior are based on
oncepts that are known to be very badly defined, and to give
nswers extremely dependent on a whole hierarchy of approxi-
ations [36]. AIM provides a quantitative link between the total

lectron density (regardless of how it was generated: calculated
r experimental) and the all important physical properties of a
olecule, bypasses the wave function in the analysis. AIM is

n orbital concept free methodology. In particular, it provides a
igorous definition of chemical bonds and geometrical structure
or all types of molecules and solids and has proven useful in
he analysis of physical properties of insulators, pure metals and
lloys [32–36]. High-quality experimental densities of miner-
ls [39–43], covalent [44], metallic [45], and molecular crystals
46–49] have been analyzed in terms of AIM concepts. The-
retical calculations on simple metals [35,50–52], alloys and
ntermetallic phases [53–57], molecular [52,58–60], covalent
nd ionic crystals have also been reported [36,43,44,52,61,62].
IM also provides a rigorous topological and quantum mechan-

cal definition of atoms that have been identified with the atom
f chemistry. These atoms have shown to recover the essential
otions associated with the atomic concept: (i) the atomic prop-
rties are characteristic and additive to yield the corresponding
alues for the total system; (ii) they are as transferable from one
ystem to another as are the forms of the atoms in real space;
hat is, as transferable as are the atomic charge distribution. In
articular, atomic and group properties predicted in this man-
er have been shown to recover the experimentally determined
ontributions to the volume, energy, polarizability, and magnetic
usceptibility [25]. Additionally, the most agreeable feature of
IM probably is that it lends itself so well to visualization of

he atoms using computer graphics. The connection between
he topology of the electron density and the chemical and struc-
ural stability of isolated molecules and crystals has been well
stablished [30,36,34,19,32,35,63]. Recently, the nature of the
oS2 catalyst edge using AIM was reported [20]. Two interest-

ng facts were observed: first, similar to the bulk case, the layers
re bonded by S–S interlayer bonds and second, much bigger
lectron density on the graphs describing the Mo edge suggests
o be the origin of the well-known easiness to create vacancies
n the S edge. Additionally, it has found that potential active
ites on the catalyst surface can be localized by direct visualiza-

ion of the outermost surface atoms basin. These atoms, similar
o an atom in an isolated molecule, have considerable open parts
hat extend to infinity. Exposed atoms are open or unbounded
t the exterior of the surface and a practical definition [37] is

e
w
l
C

sis A: Chemical 271 (2007) 105–116

o cap these atoms with an isosurface of the electron density
ith small ρ(r) value representing the van der Waals envelope
f the system. A very efficient way to visualize and quantify
he strength of the active sites is to map the electrostatic poten-
ial onto colors on this exterior atomic border [20]. In order to
ontinue improving the understanding of HDS catalysts, in the
resent paper we have explored the nature of the active sites
n the NiMoS catalyst using the combination of AIM and the
lectrostatic potential based methodology of Ref. [20].

. The AIM theory

The topological properties of a crystal charge distribution are
ummarized by its critical points (CP) [29,38]. These are points
here the gradient vector field,�ρ(r) vanishes, and they are clas-

ified by the ρ(r) curvatures or three eigenvalues λi (i = 1, 2, and
) of the Hessian matrix (Hij = ∂2ρ(r)/∂xi∂xj). They are labeled
y their rank (number of nonzero eigenvalues) and signatures
excess number of positive over negative eigenvalues) and cor-
espond to maxima (3, −3), minima (3, +3), and saddle points (3,
1) and (3, −1). Every CP has a characteristic pattern of trajecto-
ies or gradient paths of ρ(r). The trajectories originate and end
t critical points. Only the (3, −3) points are three-dimensional
rajectory attractors: trajectories only terminate at this CP. The
3, −3) points occur generally at the nuclear positions so that
ach nucleus is a three-dimensional point attractor in the vector
eld �ρ(r). The region traversed by the gradient paths, which

erminate at a given attractor defines the basin of the attractor. A
3, −1) CP, the bond critical point (b), is found between every
air of neighboring nuclei. It represents both local maxima in
wo directions and a local minimum in the third direction. The
radient paths associated with the negative eigenvalues at the (3,
1) point terminate at this CP and define the interatomic sur-

aces, IAS, that partition the crystal into unique fragments (the
tomic basins). In general, the boundary of an atom in a crystal
onsists of the union of its interatomic surfaces. The unique pair
f trajectories associated with the positive eigenvalue of the (3,
1) CP originates at this point and terminate at the neighbor-

ng attractors. These two unique gradient paths define a line (the
ond path) linking the nuclei (n), along which the charge density
s a maximum with respect to any neighboring line. The network
f bond paths defines a graph, namely the crystal graph, which
escribes the atomic connectivity and structure within a crystal
ell. The other CPs occur as a consequence of the geometrical
rrangements of bond paths and they define the remaining ele-
ents of crystal structure, namely rings and cages. If the bond

aths are linked to form a ring of bonded atoms then a (3, +1)
P is found in the interior of the ring. The eigenvectors associ-
ted with the two positive eigenvalues of the (3, +1), a ring (r)
P, generate an infinite set of gradient paths which originate at

he CP and define a surface, called the ring surface. All of these
rajectories terminate at the ring nuclei or at the bond CPs whose
ond paths form the perimeter of the ring. The single negative

igenvector of the ring CP generates a pair of gradient paths,
hich terminate at the CP and define a unique axis perpendicu-

ar to the ring surface at the critical point. The (3, +3) or cage (c)
Ps are located inside a cage nuclear arrangement. The charge
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ensity is a local minimum at a cage CP and in crystals it is the
ain source of trajectories of �ρ(r): trajectories only originate

t such CPs and terminate at nuclei, bond or ring CPs. The type
nd numbers of CPs for an extended system [32,37] satisfy the
orse invariant relationships

− b + r − c = 0 (1)

. The electrostatic potential methodology

Nature of active sites can be particularly explored using the
lectrostatic potential, V(r), which let us directly to determine
here the electron-rich sites in a molecule or crystal are localized

64–74]. V(r) at a point r generated by a molecule or crystal is
iven by,

(r) = VN(r) + VE(r) (2)

here the two terms VN(r) and VE(r) represent the bare nuclear
nd electronic contributions, respectively, to the total electro-
tatic potential. The sign of V(r) at a given point indicates
hether the nuclear (positive) or electronic (negative) effects

re dominant. The electrostatic potential at r generated by the
otal charge distribution, ρtot, of a periodic system is given by,

(r) =
∑

n

∫
ρtot(r′ − Rn)|r − r′|−1 dr′ (3)

he summation extends to all direct lattice vectors, the prime
n the integral sign indicating that an infinitesimal region about
= r′ is excluded from the domain of integration to avoid diver-
ent nuclear self-interactions terms that would otherwise arise
n the electrostatic energy per cell. ρtot may be decomposed into
lectronic and nuclear components,

nuc(r) =
∑

a

qaδ(ra, r) (4)

here the summation extends to all the reference cell nuclei,
ith atomic numbers and position vectors denoted qa and ra,

espectively.

el(r) = −
∑
ij

∑
μv

PμRivRjχμ(r − Ri)χ
∗
ν(r − Ri) (5)

here P is the density matrix and χμ(r − Ri) is the μth reference
ell basis function translated by the direct lattice vector Ri. The
ummations over i and j extend to all direct lattice vectors, while
hose over μ and ν include all the basis functions of the reference
ell. Substitution of Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3) gives the nuclear
nd electronic V(r) contributions.

For the region nearest to the nucleus VN dominates and V(r)
as similar topology to the electron density [75,76], ρ(r). i.e.,
ositive-valued maxima at the nuclear site and a positive-valued
addle point between every pair of bonded atoms. Nevertheless,
he existence of maxima is ruled out via an established result

hat, barring the nuclear position, there can not exist any strict
ocal maxima in the V(r) map [67,68]. For the region where VE
ominates (V(r) is negative) the V(r) topography can be more
omplex. However, it is well known that lone pairs of electrons

t
d
o
r

sis A: Chemical 271 (2007) 105–116 107

s well as double π bonds (C C, C N, etc.) are generally char-
cterized as negative valued minima [66,69]. In summary, the
egion nearest to the nucleus is always positive-valued while
he region where the potential is negative-valued contains the

inima that characterize the atom lone pairs. The minima of
he negative region denote the zones to which an approach-
ng electrophile may be attracted. On the contrary, the positive
egions do not have maxima that might indicate sites for nucle-
philic attack. Nevertheless, Politzer and Sjoberg have shown
hat by computing V(r) on the 0.002-electron/bohr3 contour iso-
urface [77] of the molecular electronic density ρ(r), we can
uantify the susceptibility of molecules to nucleophilic attack.
hey demonstrated that relative magnitudes of the positive elec-

rostatic potential in various regions on this surface do reveal
he sites most susceptible to nucleophilic attack. This contour
sosurface for a group of diatomic molecules and for methane
ncompasses at least 95% of the electronic charge and yields
hysically reasonable molecular dimensions [77]. Mapping on
his isosurface the V(r) values onto colors let us to identify the
ost sites in which nucleophiles (most positive zone) and elec-
rophiles (most negative zone) should bind. Additionally, the
ctive sites susceptibility can be quantify determining the min-
mum and maximum V(r) values at the determined host zones
sing a Newton-Raphson technique like to those that we have
reviously reported for the study of the electronic density [20,78]
nd electrostatic potential topology [73,74,79].

. Computational methodology

ρ(r) and V(r) were calculated by means of the Dmol3 [80,81]
rogram using the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian with the gradient-
orrected Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation
unctional [82]. Dmol3 calculates variational self-consistent
olutions to the DFT equations, expressed in an accurate numeri-
al atomic orbital basis. The solutions to these equations provide
he molecular electron densities, which can be used to evaluate
he total electrostatic potential of the system. The numerical
ouble-zeta plus polarization basis set DNP [80,81] was used
n all calculations. DMol3 uses DFT to obtain high accuracy
hile keeping the computational cost fairly low for an ab-initio
ethod. Six special k points generated using a [4 3 1] mesh along

he three cell axes and the Monkhorst-Pack scheme [80,81] were
sed to integrate the wavefunction in the reciprocal space. The
opology of ρ(r) was determined using a reported implemen-
ation [78] of the Newton-Raphson and fifth-order Cash-Karp
unge-Kutta methods in a ρ(r) three-dimensional grid.

. Catalyst models

STM allows direct imaging of catalytically relevant sur-
ace structure on the atomic scale. By studying [25] a realistic
DS model system consisting of few-nanometer-wide gold-

upported MoS2 particles it was shown that morphology of

he nanoparticles is sensitive to sulfiding and reactions con-
itions, this means, triangles under heavy sulfiding conditions
r truncated hexagons under more sulfo-reductive conditions
esembling HDS conditions. These hexagonal clusters expose
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Fig. 1. Balls and cylinders model showing a side view of a hypothetical three-
layer MoS2 nanoparticle placed at the surface of the support (spheres at the left)
that simulates the particles of Ref. [4]. White, gray and black spheres denote
t
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he Mo, S and Ni atoms on the edges, respectively. A white rectangle highlights
he structure of the site that interacts with the incoming molecules. Right, center
nd left layers simulate a Mo edge promoted by three Ni atoms, an S edge and
non-promoted Mo edge, respectively.

he basal plane and two different types of edges: Mo edges cov-
red with S monomers and fully-saturated S edges with H atoms
dsorbed [25]. Different models have been used to study the edge
tructure of MoS2 catalysts using DFT methods: cluster models
ncluding a finite number of atom [25,83], a single S–Mo–S peri-
dic slab [84,85] and a larger slab model containing two S–Mo–S
heets exposing Mo- and S-edges alternatively [25,27,86–89].
rom these studies a clear picture of the MoS2 edge structures
as emerged. The most external Mo atoms of the Mo edge con-
ain 50% sulfur coverage with each sulfur atom bridged to two
eighboring molybdenum atoms. A significant reconstruction of
he Mo edge take places: the bridged S atoms are to be shifted
y half a lattice constant relative to the bulk S lattice, and they
ove down to a bridging position in-plane with the Mo lattice.
he S edges of the electronically most stable structure remain

ully sulfide [88] and a maximum Mo coordination to six sulfur
toms is achieved in one configuration where the edge is ter-
inated by a row of sulfur atoms positioned in bridge position

lose to those expected from bulk-terminated MoS2. Both edge
eometries lead to a coordination number of six for the outer-
ost molybdenum atoms and two for the corresponding sulfur

toms. The local atomic structure of NiMoS catalysts has been
esolved by means of DFT calculations coupled with simple
hermodynamics determinations [17,27]. Under typical sulfida-
ion conditions nickel prefers to incorporate into the metal edge
n a square planar geometry with no sulfur atoms. On a par-
ially promoted metal edge, sulfur atoms bond to the outermost

o atoms and the Ni atoms tend to be uncovered [27]. High-
esolution electron microscopy studies of silica-supported Mo
ased catalysts have shown that the morphology of the catalyst
an be depicted as small particles dispersed at the surface of the

upport with an average size of 29 Å (mean diameter) and three
labs of wide. Fig. 1 shows a model of such as particle. The
tructure of the particle edge (the active site) is highlighted by
eans of a white square.

b
a
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We have modeled these sites by means of the larger slab
odel (Fig. 2) that exposes alternating layers of Mo and S

dges denoting nanoparticles several layers wide. The unit cell
9.480 Å × 12.294 Å × 36.000 Å) of the non-promoted surface
xhibits three and six bridged S atoms on the Mo and S edges,
espectively [20]. Partial substitution of one or two Mo atoms
n the Mo-edge generated an edge structure, M(33), with 33%
Fig. 2a and b) and M(66) with 66% (Fig. 2c and d) Mo atoms
ubstituted by Ni atoms, respectively. Substitution of the three

o atoms on the Mo-edge generated an edge structure, M(1 0 0),
ith 100% Mo atoms substituted by the Ni atoms (Fig. 2e and

). The unit cells containing a periodic slab of several layers
f atoms initially having the same structure of the surface built
irectly from the bulk. Vacuum layers thicker than 15 Å were
sed to ensure that there were no interactions between adjacent
labs. The geometry of those models was optimized using algo-
ithms included in the Dmol3 program [80,81]. The two upper
ows were allowed to relax while the atoms of the lower ones
ere kept fixed at their optimized bulk positions to simulate bulk

onstrains.

. Results

Atomic basins, i.e., the volume spanned by the paths ending at
given nucleus, are topologically equivalent to polyhedra, in the
ense that they have faces, edges and vertexes, and they satisfy
ulerı̌s relationship (faces − edges + vertexes = 2) [36]. Unlike
olyhedra, however, basins tend to have rather curved edges
nd faces. Vertexes are cage CPs, edges are the attraction lines
etween cage and ring CPs and each face is the attraction surface
f a bond CP, i.e., the IAS. A vision 3D of the metal-S IAS (white
tructure) defining the basin for the outermost atoms for M33
re given in Fig. 3. The basin for the outermost S atom (pointed
y a white arrow) on the Mo edge, is bordered by two Mo–S
nteratomic surfaces. This atom, such as an atom in an isolated

olecule [38], has considerable open parts that extend to infin-
ty (Fig. 3b and c). A practical definition of open or unbounded
toms at the exterior is to cap the atom with an isosurface of
he electron density with small ρ(r) value representing the van
er Waals envelope of the system [38]. The 0.007 electron/Å3

ontour of ρ(r) shown in Fig. 3a just defines the border of the
utermost atoms of the NiMoS edges. The basin for the outer-
ost Mo atoms on the Mo-edge (Fig. 3d and e) is bordered by
ve Mo–S IAS, four shared with its closest S neighbors locate

ust below them and one shared with the outermost S atom that
s locate above them. This later IAS corresponds just to a half
f the outermost sulfur atom base and almost covers and encap-
ulates the Mo atoms. The basin for the Ni atom (Fig. 3f and g)
s bordered by four Ni–S IAS and likes to the outermost S atom
s open to the exterior of the NiMoS edges. Thus, the outermost
toms of the NiMoS edges are mainly defining by metal–sulfur
nteratomic surfaces. A recently study of the MoS2 edges has
hown that direct visualization of the structure and shape of the

asin of these metal–sulfur IAS allow us to locate the Lewis
cid site (the CUS) on the surface edges [20]. In the same way,
ig. 4 shows a top view of super-cells for the studied NiMoS
dge models. As we can see, similar to the non-promoted MoS2
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Fig. 2. (Left) Top-view (XZ plane) and (right) side-view (YZ plane) of the NiMoS edges unit cell. M33 (a and b), M66 (c and d) and M100 (e and f) contain one, two
and three Ni atoms by cell, respectively. White, gray and black spheres denote the Mo, S and Ni atoms, respectively. The S edges are on the right of each unit cell
and expose six S atoms by cell.
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atalyst, the Mo atoms are mainly covered by the outermost sul-
ur atoms which obstruct the Mo interaction with the pollutant
ulfur (or nitrogen) atoms on the incoming molecules (pyridine,
hiophene, dibenzothiophene, etc.). The basins for the outer-

ost S atoms on the S edges show exactly the same structure
nd shape of the corresponding atoms of the un-promoted MoS2
dges. Thus, the metal atoms most accessible to the exterior of
he edges are the Ni atoms (dark blue spheres).

HDS susceptibility of the sites on the exposed atoms can be
articularly explored mapping the electrostatic potential on the
(r) isosurface capping them [20]. This mapping allows us to
dentify the host sites in which nucleophiles (most positive zone)
nd electrophiles (most negative zone) should bind. Addition-
lly, the local maximum value of V(r) at the determined host
ones provides a quantitative determination of the Lewis acidity

c
o
n
a

ig. 3. (a) Side-view of the atomic basins for the outermost atoms on M33 defined by
nd a practical definition is to cap them with an isosurface (pointed by a white arrow
utermost S atoms on the Mo edge. (d)–(g) Corresponding views of the outermost M
ond CPs, respectively. Light blue, and yellow spheres denote Ni and S atoms, respecti
he small atom region open to the exterior. (For interpretation of the references to col
sis A: Chemical 271 (2007) 105–116

trength on the outermost atoms. For the non-promoted MoS2
atalyst [79], a site obtained by removing three S atoms from
he cell, just on the S edge, with 50% of sulfur coverage was
uggested to be the HDS potential active site. A hole in the IAS
efining the outermost S atoms corresponds to the site where
he Mo atoms are most accessible to the incoming molecules.
ocated at this hole, a V(r) maximum on the ρ(r) isosurface
ith a value of 51.982 kJ/mol was determined [79]. A top view
f the V(r) color maps for the NiMoS Mo-edge models studied
n the present paper are shown in Fig. 5. A double cell along to
he Mo edge is showed. One cell shows the superposition of the

olor map on the exposed atoms basins of the Mo-edge while the
ther cell only shows the V(r) color map. Starting from the most
egative V(r) values (see caption of Fig. 5), three kinds of blue
nd three kinds of green denote the most negative ones while

the metal–sulfur IAS (white structures). Note that these atoms are open system
) of ρ(r). (b) Side-view and (c) Top-view of the IAS defining the basin of the

o and Ni basin on the Mo edge, respectively. Gray spheres denote metal–sulfur
vely. The Mo atoms are almost covered by the S atoms. White ellipses highlight
or in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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wo kinds of yellows, one orange, one brown, one purple and
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xhibits small areas of red zones (highlighted by black ellipses)
ocalized at both sides of the Mo basin, just at small holes in
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aximum positive value of V(r) and vacancy creation energy, CE (Eq. (7)) for the st

i coverage V(r) maximum (kJ/mol) on ρ(r) = 0.002 e/A3 Located

00% (Fig. 5a) 45.946 Ni
66% (Fig. 5b) 27.305 Ni
33% (Fig. 5c) 52.773 Mo

i coverage CE (kJ/mol) V(r) maximum (kJ/mol) on ρ(r) = 0.002 e/A3

ne sulfur atom removed
66% (Fig. 8) 168.300 137.314
33% 250.649 119.723
inued).
he IAS that define the outermost S atom. These red zones are
he most positive sites on M33. Purple zones (pointed by black
rrows) at the Ni atoms suggest that these atoms are less acid
han the Mo atoms. Fig. 5b suggests that all the atoms of M66

udied sites on the metallic edges of the NiMo sulfide

at V(r) maximum (kJ/mol) on ρ(r) = 0.007 e/A3 Located at

81.391 Ni
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94.781 Mo

Located at V(r) maximum (kJ/mol) on ρ(r) = 0.007 e/A3 Located at

Mo 210.303 Mo
Mo Mo
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Fig. 4. Top-view of the M33 (a), M66 (b) and M100 (c) surface periodic model
showing the IAS defining the basins of the outermost atoms. Dark blue and
yellow spheres denote Ni and S atoms, respectively. In (a) an S edge (highlighted
by a black brace) with two Mo edges at both sides is showed, while (b) and (c)
only show just one Mo edge. Note that the Mo atoms are practically encapsulated
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re less acid than M33. Negative green zones cover the outer-
ost S atoms which in turn totally cover the Mo atoms, while

rown zones (less positive than the purple one) are localized on
he Ni atoms. Fig. 5c shows a purple zone on each Ni atom of

100 suggesting that the Lewis acidity of these atoms increase
ith regard to the corresponding atoms of M66 and it make no
ifference with M33.
The determined V(r) maxima values by Mo-edge cell are
resented in Table 1. These values are reported for the mapping
n two ρ(r) isosurfaces, ρ(r) = 0.002 and ρ(r) = 0.007 e/Å3. This

a
t
a

sis A: Chemical 271 (2007) 105–116

ater isosurface (0.001 au) can be considered as the practical
uter limit of the atoms in molecules, crystals or surfaces;
ecause, in general, it encompasses at least 95% of the elec-
ronic charge of the system [38]. However, any ρ(r) isosurface
losest to 0.007 e/Å3 leads to same deductions: the maxima (or
inima) are exactly at the same place. The V(r) value at these
axima depends on the ρ(r) isosurface value: in general, V(r)

ncrease as the ρ(r) isosurface value increase and the isosurface
s closer to the atomic nuclei. However, in a series of molecules
r surfaces, the V(r) maxima show exactly the same trends.
hus, the obtained trends for both isosurfaces is,

(r) = 0.007 e/Å3: Mo M33 (94.781) > Ni M33 (79.815)

≈ Ni M100 (81.391) > Ni M66 (66.688),

(r) = 0.002 e/Å3: Mo M33 (52.773) > Ni M33 (45.421)

≈ Ni M100 (45.946) > Ni M66 (27.305).

These results suggest that the most Lewis acidity sites (the
ost positive one) on the NiMoS edge models are localized on

he M33 Mo atoms. The Ni atom for M33 and M100 should
xhibit almost the same acidity, while for M66 the acidity of the
i atoms appreciably decreases. M100 and M66 should be less

cid than non-promoted MoS2 catalyst (V(r)max = 51.982 kJ/mol
n the ρ(r) isosurface = 0.002 e/Å3) and the most acid site at
33 should be similar acid than the non-promoted MoS2 edges.
owever, an appreciable improves of the Lewis acidity strength
as reported for the promoted catalyst system using FTIR spec-

roscopy [4] and DFT theoretical study [90] with pyridine, PY,
s the probe molecule. On non-promoted catalyst and a CoMoS
hase, PY adsorption rise to bands at 1600 (of low intensity)
nd 1609 (of high intensity) cm−1, respectively [4]. In agree-
ent with this experimental results, DFT calculations of the

dsorption energy of a pyridine molecule on periodic models of
on-promoted [79] and on the M100 Ni-edge [90] have reported
alues of 88.852 and 124.466 kJ/mol, respectively. From this
rend it is evident that in the adsorption of PY on the NiMoS
dges other additional features should be considered. There-
ore, we have explored the binding of PY on the three studies
odels, using Dmol3 again. A PY molecule was placed inside

he surface unit cell, on the considered metal atom, aligned as
he V(r) map predicts. The geometry was fully optimized to
heir most energetically favorable positions, maintaining fixed
he two innermost layers at the bottom of the cell. The predicted
eometries are shown in Fig. 6 and the trend of binding energy,
E, obtained was,

100 (128.650 kJ/mol) > M33 (108.696 kJ/mol)

> M66 (57.971 kJ/mol)

he smaller BE was found for M66, where the nitrogen atom
f PY is adsorbed on top of a Ni atom with a bond distance
N–Ni
t the side of an outermost S atom doing an interatomic dis-
ance nitrogen–sulfur, ReN–S of 3.582 Å. For M33, an increase
round of 100% in BE with respect to M66 was obtained. PY
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Fig. 5. Top view of the V(r) mapping on the 0.007 au contour of ρ(r) defining the outermost border of the Mo edge exposed atoms for (a) M33, (b) M66 and (c)
M100. A double cell along to the Mo edge is showed. One cell shows the superposition of the color map on the exposed atoms basins of the Mo-edge while the
other cell only shows the V(r) color map. The tab at the bottom is, blue jay (−157.530 to −78.765 kJ/mol), blue heaven (−78.765 to −42.008 kJ/mol), light blue
(−42.008 to −31.506 kJ/mol), dark green (−31.506 to −21.004 kJ/mol), green (−21.004 to −10.502 kJ/mol), light green (−10.502 to 0.000 kJ/mol), yellow (0.000
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xhibited to the exterior of the edge. (For interpretation of the references to colo

s adsorbed atop of the only Ni atom of the cell, with ReN–Ni
nd RN–S equals to 2.030 and 4.825 Å, respectively. For M33,
he access to the most acidity site which is located at the Mo
tom is not allowed for the outermost S atoms. An additional
ncreases of 18% in BE was determined for M100 where PY also
dsorbs on top of a Ni atom with ReN–Ni = 1.994 Å. To further
xamine these findings, we have studied the V(r) color maps
(r) = 0.002 e/Å3 for the interaction of the PY molecule with
66 and M33 and the results are shown in Fig. 7. For PY a neg-

tive zone embraces the nonbonding region of the N atom (blue
one) with a minimum value (denotes as a white square in Fig. 7)
f −115.522 kJ/mol while a negative zone (green zone) with a
ocal minimum of −12.864 kJ/mol covers the M66 outermost
ulfur atom (Fig. 7a). Repulsion between both negative regions
mpedes the free access to the Lewis acid sites (denote as white
rrows). The outermost S atoms for M33 (Fig. 7b) show a light
reen zone with a local minimum of −5.536 kJ/mol just at the
enter of the atom. This smaller minimum and the presence of a
ositive valley between the outermost S atoms allow a comfort-

ble interaction with the N negative blue zone of PY. From these
esults it is evident that the N atom of PY has a tendency to adsorb
t sites where the repulsive nitrogen-outermost S interaction
s minimized. Thus, the PY adsorption strongly depends on two

s
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8 kJ/mol), brown (65.638 to 78.765 kJ/mol), purple (78.765 to 91.893 kJ/mol),
ws pointed to the Ni atoms while black ellipses highlight the small Mo regions
his figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

actors: the Lewis acidity of the site and the repulsive interac-
ion of the N atom with S atoms impeding the free access to
he site. PY binding on a site like to M100 containing an uncov-
red by sulfur atoms site with V(r)max = 45.946 kJ/mol shows an
ncrease of 18% and 45%, respect to M33 and the non-promoted

oS2 edges [79], that contain obstructed Lewis acid sites with
(r)max of 52.773 and 51.982 kJ/mol, respectively. In this sense,

he main role of the promoter is to produce uncovered Lewis acid
ites.

The effect on the stability of the non-promoted MoS2 edge
urface of the reaction conditions such as temperature and partial
ressure of H2 and H2S present in the surrounding atmosphere
as been reported [88], using a combination of periodic DFT
alculations and thermodynamic analysis. It was found that the
ulfur coverage of both kinds of edges is strongly dependent on
he H2S/H2 partial pressure ratio in the surrounding gas phase.
or high pressure of H2S the surface with six sulfur atoms at the
edge is the most stable surface. For high hydrogen pressure,

hat should correspond to the catalyst working conditions, the

urface with 50% sulfur coverage (three sulfur vacancies by cell)
t the S edge, AS, should be the most stable surface. Vacancies
r CUS are created by a reduction process where H2 reacts with
xposed sulfur atoms to produce H2S and therefore, the energy
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Fig. 6. Cylinders model for the adsorption optimized geometry (distances in Å)
of a pyridine molecule adsorbed on M66 (a), M33 (b) and M100 (c). Light blue,
dark blue and yellow cylinders denote Mo, Ni and S atoms for the NiMoS edge
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Fig. 7. Side view of the V(r) mapping on the 0.007 au contour of ρ(r) defining the
outermost border of the pyridine molecule adsorbed on the Mo edge exposed
atoms for (a) M66 and (b) M33. The color tab is the same of Fig. 5. White
arrows point to the strongest Lewis acid sites while, white square highlight
t
i
t

e
t
a

odel, while dark blue, gray and white cylinders denote the N, C and H atoms
f the pyridine molecule. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

o create a sulfur vacancy can be calculated using the following
quilibrium:

urface-S + H2 ⇔ Surface-� + H2S. (6)

hus, the creation energy, CE, of a sulfur vacancy is given by
he expression:

E = E(Surface-�) + E(H2S) − E(Surface-S) − E(H2) (7)

emoval of three S atoms on the sulfur edge to create the non-
romoted AS only needs 72.579 kJ/mol while removal of just
ne S atom on the Mo edge costs 153.345 kJ/mol [79]. In spite
f this thermodynamic result, kinetic modeling [89] of H2S
emoval from the edge surfaces has shown that is possible to

xtract one S atom per Mo edge creating a very small number
f vacancy/cell on this edge. However, the previous study [79]
f the MoS2 edge vacancies Lewis acidity strength has shown
hat just one CUS on the Mo edge creates weak Lewis acid sites,

t
p
c
t

he most negative sites at the pyridine N atom and the outermost S atoms. (For
nterpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
o the web version of the article.)

ven weaker than AS. In order to obtain very acid sites at least
wo atoms have to be removed at the Mo edges, but to a cost of
huge (271.810 kJ/mol) creation energy. These results confirm
he presence of available weak Lewis acidic sites on the non-
romoted MoS2 catalyst such as AS at the catalytic reaction
onditions. In the present work, we have studied the removal of
he outermost S atom for M33 and M66 using Eq. (7) and the
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Fig. 8. (a) Top-view of the Mo edge of M66 uncov surface periodic model with
the outermost S atoms extracted to create uncovered Mo atoms showing the IAS
defining the basins of the outermost atoms. Dark blue, light blue, and yellow
spheres denote Ni, Mo and S atoms, respectively. (b) Top view of the V(r)
mapping on the 0.007 au contour of ρ(r) defining the outermost border of the
Mo edge exposed atoms for M66 uncov. A double cell along to the Mo edge is
showed. One cell shows the superposition of the color map on the exposed atoms
basins of the Mo-edge while the other cell only shows the V(r) color map. The
tab at the bottom additionally includes white (144.403 to 183.785 kJ/mol) and
brown (183.785 to 236.295 kJ/mol) zones. (For interpretation of the references
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btained CEs are also listed in Table 1. M33 and M66 contain

and sites. For M66, the energy
ost (168.30 kJ/mol) for creating a totally uncovered sulfur site,
66unconv, corresponds to an increase of only 10% of the cor-

esponding cost (153.345 kJ/mol) to extract an S atom on the
on-promoted Mo edge. However, different to the non-promoted
atalysts, M66unconv (see Fig. 8) contains very strong Lewis acid
ites with V(r)max = 137.314 kJ/mol on ρ(r) = 0.002 e/Å3. If sim-
lar for the non-promoted MoS2, the extraction of a sulfur atom
n the Mo edge is possible then a strong Lewis acid site like to
66unconv will be present at the particles edge of the NiMoS cat-

lyst. TDS, XPS and hydrogen-chemisorption studies [28a] and
b initio DFT study of hydrogen dissociation on NiMoS includ-

ng mechanism, kinetics and vibrational frequencies [28d] have

ound that H2 could dissociate on the Ni sites and move to react
ith S centers and form a S vacancy. Thus, in general, we can

onclude that the main role of the Ni atoms is to make possible

[
[

sis A: Chemical 271 (2007) 105–116 115

he formation of uncovered metal sites at the Mo edges of the
oS2 nanocrystallites and the most Lewis acid sites should be

ocated at Ni–Mo–Ni sites containing uncovers Mo atoms.

. Concluding remarks

Direct visualization of the basin of the outermost atoms of the
tudied NiMoS edge models has shown that the Mo atoms are
ractically covered by the outermost S atoms while the promoter
i are the most accessible atoms to the exterior of the edges.
(r) mapping on the ρ(r) isosurface capping the outermost edge
toms and adsorption of pyridine as the probe molecule have
hown that the adsorption of a molecule containing the pollutant
toms strongly depends on two factors: the Lewis acidity of
he site and the repulsive interaction of the incoming molecule
ith outermost sulfur atoms impeding the free access to the

ite. In this sense, the main role of the promoter is to produce
ulfur uncovered Lewis acid sites. To obtain very strong Lewis
cidic sites, the outermost S atom has to be extracted to create
ncovered Mo atoms located at Ni–Mo–Ni sites.
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